URGENT!
November 23, 2017

TO ALL BODIES OF ELDERS IN GHANA
Re: Use of Satellite for Transmitting JW Broadcasting and Special Events
Dear Brothers:
In recent times the faithful slave has made good use of modern technology to dispense rich
spiritual food, such as JW Broadcasting programs. Additionally, our branch usually benefits from
special spiritual events that are held in conjunction with the visit of Governing Body members and
Headquarters Representatives.
It has been noted that majority of congregations stream or download the aforementioned
spiritual provisions by using internet which can be expensive and unreliable. Thus, publishers in
many congregations miss these spiritually enriching programs.
To overcome the challenges with the use of internet, our letter dated June 22, 2017, regarding
JW Broadcasting via satellite announced a loving arrangement as follows: “JW Broadcasting is
now available via satellite to those living in the sub-Saharan Africa region so that a greater number
of congregations, publishers, and the general public can view our spiritual programs.” The letter
referenced above encourages the use of satellite dish and decoder. This will enable congregations
and individual publishers to receive programs at less cost.
Therefore, each body of elders should give a serious consideration to the possibility of acquiring
the satellite equipment for their Kingdom Hall, if they have not yet done so. They can take
advantage of the supplier arrangement put in place by the branch office which can be found on
jw.org. To locate this provision, log in to jw.org, go to Documents, and select Supplier
Arrangement. You will find a number of items, including satellites, as shown below. The two
documents provide information regarding satellite dishes and decoders as well as the locations of
suppliers.

Upon receipt of this letter, if your Kingdom Hall does not yet have the satellite equipment
installed, kindly meet as a body or bodies of elders to consider practical ways you can immediately
acquire the equipment. During this meeting you may want to select one of two elders from your
body(ies) with technical know-how to make sure that this is done. As mentioned above, doing so
will lead to tremendous spiritual blessings. Soon, all congregations will receive a letter regarding an
upcoming spiritual event.
We are confident that you dear elders will conscientiously follow through on the above.
11/23/17-E-Gh

Please accept our warm Christian love and best wishes.
Your brothers,

c All Circuit Overseers in Ghana

PS to Circuit Overseers: Please make sure you provide the needed assistance to the elders whenever
possible.

